MANAGING BY EXCEPTION

When your business is running well on the surface it is all too easy to just concentrate on the
core focus Collect - Deliver - Invoice, hidden in those simple actions is a minefield of opportunity for loss. Combine this with the critical day to day decisions that need to be made to
take advantage of the market opportunity and the pressure is on to get it right. Being able to
understand which jobs are or were profitable and which jobs to sub out, having both real-time
and historical data on which clients are worth keeping and which are not. All of that data is
available as standard with Proteo Haulier Enterprise (HE). In fact, HE goes even further with
its ability to customise more detailed profitability reports, these help you Optimize, Automate
and Ultimately Increase the Profitability of the business.
The capability of being able to make fact-based decisions from high visibility data reduces or can remove the risk of poor service delivery, reduce loss and increase margins in an
industry that is already stretched.

Proteo Haulier Enterprise (HE) have developed high visibility data functionality which is
spread throughout the platform and exposes valuable real-time data that allows you to see
how your business is doing. Key areas such as the Arrivals Board powered by dynamic data
from Proteo Mobile, this gives you a real-time status view of every delivery. Reports that
pro-actively show data such as “Jobs with Demurrage”, All Uninvoiced Work for a Client, All
Work for Subcontractor in real-time and much more.
To learn more about how Haulier Enterprise will work for you, call for information and
demo.
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